
      TRANSFER  FACTOR  TESTIMONY ( by products)

4Life Transfer Factor Classic®

Several years ago, I was on a desperate search to support the overall health of my body, 
especially the health of my joints and muscles. I tried herbal supplements, vitamin therapy, 
physical therapy, and other suggestions found in books, magazines, etc. One day my phone rang, 
and I was offered the opportunity to buy 4Life Transfer Factor. The more I heard about this 
product, the more I was convinced that my search might have been productive. I ordered 4Life 
Transfer Factor and the Fibro AMJ system. I have received wonderful support for my immune 
system and muscles and joints. I look forward to each day and what I can accomplish with this 
great quality of life. I would like to say thank you to all the people who have contributed in any 
way to the process of research, production, and marketing of such advantageous products for the 
people of the world. 

—Linda Faye J. 4Life Distributor, Arkansas

I started taking 4Life Transfer Factor over a year ago. At the time, I suffered from frequent 
problems with my throat. I really feel like Transfer Factor has helped support my immune system 
to be able to deal with this difficulty. I have recommended it to several people. 

—Linda N. 4Life Customer, Kentucky

I am twenty-six years old. I was born legally blind in both of my eyes. Aside from having very 
bad vision I've always considered myself very lucky compared to most other people. I found out 
about 4Life Transfer Factor and how it has changed the lives of thousands of people all around 
the world. I was extremely skeptical about trying this product for myself. But curiosity killed the 
cat and I decided to try the product anyway because it was so unique. After taking the product for 
a few weeks I really feel like it has made a difference in my immune system, which has improved 
my quality of life. I feel like I have more energy throughout the day and it is easier for me to 
wake up in the morning. I can’t imagine not taking my daily capsules every day in the morning. 

—Jawaune S. 4Life Distributor, Florida

We were introduced to 4Life Transfer Factor in 1999. At the time, we were desperate to find a 
natural product that could support our three year-old daughter’s immune system. We know that 
4Life Transfer Factor has made all the difference. Today she is healthy and happy. She takes 
4Life Transfer Factor Advanced Formula to keep her immune system strong and healthy. In fact 
we have the whole family taking Transfer Factor. We are now strong believers in the whole 
Transfer Factor family of products. 

—Grace C. 4Life Distributor, Singapore



4Life Transfer Factor® Cardio™
I’ve been taking 4Life Transfer Factor Cardio and 4Life Transfer Factor RioVida to help support 
the health of my cardiovascular system. I was especially interested in promoting a healthy 
inflammatory response. I am so grateful for the support I received from these products. 

—Caroline L. 4Life Distributor, New Zealand

I’ve been taking 4Life Transfer Factor and 4Life Transfer Factor Cardio for over a year now and 
they’ve provided great support for my immune system and cardiovascular system. I recommend 
the products very highly to everyone I know. 

—Janice M. 4Life Distributor, West Virginia

I have a very busy lifestyle and for several years I’ve had concerns about my general health and 
cardiovascular system concerns based upon the health history of my parents. I have been taking 
4Life Transfer Factor Cardio for four months now. I feel like this product is supporting both my 
immune and cardiovascular systems. I feel energized, which has greatly improved my moods and 
lifestyle as I get through my many activities with more ease. I am pleased that I have found a 
product which supports my immune system, as well as offering extra support for the health of my 
heart. 

—Jo M. 4Life Distributor, United Kingdom

I started using 4Life Transfer Factor Cardio shortly after it came out. At the time, I was exercising three 
times weekly at the Cardiac Rehab Center. I believe that this product has helped support my 
cardiovascular system. I appreciate the tremendous research and development team that our founders 
had the vision to bring together. They are unequalled in the industry. 

       —Ed L. 4Life Distributor, Indiana 

4Life Transfer Factor® Chewable
My grandson is about two years old. When he was six months old, he had to go to daycare. And 
he’d always have colds and ear infections. I would open the 4Life Transfer Factor capsule and put 
it in his formula. Now that he’s almost two, he actually reminds me to give him his 4Life Transfer 
Factor Chewables and his TF Kids. I feel really good about giving my grandkids the best that I 
can for their health, and he actually enjoys taking it. 

—Elona H., Sandy, Utah



4Life Transfer Factor® GluCoach®

4Life Transfer Factor GluCoach, Gurmar and Catalyst Plus have helped promote normal sugar 
levels within my body and healthy metabolic and endocrine systems. With the addition of a 
healthy diet, I've been able to lose 30 pounds as well! 

—Russell R. 4Life Distributor, Illinois

I have to say, my wife Dolores was right when she insisted I take 4Life Transfer Factor 
GluCoach. I really feel like it has supported my metabolic and endocrine systems wonderfully. 
This product is fantastic. 

—James L. 4Life Distributor, New Mexico

I'm so glad that I ordered the new 4Life Transfer Factor Glucoach. I've been able to enjoy eating 
some foods that I avoided before. This product is worth every penny. I'm recommending it to my 
friends and my neighbors too. Thank you 4Life. 

Salim K. 4Life Distributor, California

Transfer Factor GluCoach has supported my metabolic and endocrine systems, helping me 
maintain healthy glucose levels. Mike W. 4Life Distributor 

Branford, Connecticut

4Life Transfer Factor® Immune Spray™
         Recently my throat felt really scratchy and irritated. I was already taking Transfer Factor and I  
also used the Transfer Factor Immune Spray. I was pleasantly surprised by the taste. I continued to use 
the spray for two days. I was very, very pleased to be able to turn it around. I used Transfer Factor  
combined with the Transfer Factor Immune Spray. 

—Dr. Sharon Rainey

4Life Transfer Factor® Kids

             I have been taking 4Life® Transfer Factor products since 1998 and I’ve never missed a single 
day. I take 4Life Transfer Factor CardioTM, MalePro®, and ReCall®. In addition to these I take 
RiteStart® for Men and 4Life Transfer Factor® RioVida®. I’m so grateful for the immune support I 
receive from these Transfer Factor products. When people ask me how I’m feeling, I say, “I feel great. 
Never felt better! What do you expect, I’m only 73!” My best marketing tool is how I look and how I 
feel! 



—LaVern R. 4Life Distributor, Maryland

My children love the 4Life products. My youngest daughter used to have bloody noses quite 
often, but she does not get them at all since she started to take Transfer Factor Kids. 

—Yumiko Hirakawa F.

My son is six years old and his immune system has always been very weak. We tried numerous 
natural products, such as homeopathic remedies, echinacea, and other various herbs, but it was 
always the same situation. Since he started taking Transfer Factor Kids in the end of June 2001, 
I’ve seen tremendous results. I know that his immune system has greatly improved since taking 
Transfer Factor 

—Terri G.

I am a medical doctor. At first I was a bit skeptical about the benefits of 4Life Transfer Factor 
until I began to notice the immune support it provided to my patients. I decided to give my four 
year-old son 4Life Transfer Factor Kids to help support his immune system. Today he is a healthy 
little boy. He now takes swimming lessons. One thing that I cannot do without in my household is 
Transfer Factor Kids. My entire family takes 4Life products. They really are gifts of life. 

—Edgard B. 4Life Distributor, Colombia

My wife and I take Rite Start and our baby takes 4Life Transfer Factor Kids. We feel like these 
products have supported healthy energy levels for us. Our experience has been great with the use 
of this products. My wife and I go to work happy and energized and our baby seems happy. I’m 
glad we are taking these products. 

—Ramon A. 4Life Distributor, California

4Life Transfer Factor® RenewAll®

A few months ago, I burned my skin while trying to cook a meal. I got hot olive oil all over my 
hand and face. My hair was even partially burned. I applied 4Life Transfer Factor RenewAll on 
my hand and facial burns. Because RenewAll is enriched with soothing ingredients such as aloe 
vera, lavender extract, Roman chamomile extract, and rosemary leaf oil, I felt relieved during my 
skin’s natural healing process. What a blessing 4Life Products are! 

-Laura Williams, 4Life Customer Nevada 

I take 4Life Transfer Factor Plus Advanced Formula to support my immune system. It’s been 
great, especially in terms of providing balance to my immune system. I also started using 4Life 
Transfer Factor RenewAll and Aloe Vera to promote healthy skin. Both of these products help 
keep my skin soft and healthy. 

--Heidy C. 4Life Distributor, Pennsylvania



Recently, I placed a cup of water in the microwave to heat it for coffee and accidentally placed 
more time on it than planned. When I went to take the cup out it exploded and scalded part of my 
face, right side, and my stomach area. It was burning terribly. I put 4Life Transfer Factor 
RenewAll on it and I really feel like this product helped support my skin’s natural healing 
function 

—Ed L. 4Life Distributor, Indiana

I have fallen in love with the TF RenewAll gel and so has my son. I recommended that he use it 
for his facial pimples and now I can't get the bottle back from him. He uses it all the time to help 
with pimples and blackheads. I apply the gel around my mouth and under my eyes. Tremendous 
results have taken place in our family. 

—Donna H., 4Life Distributor, Sonora, California

I get razor burn a lot when I shave. I put Transfer Factor RenewAll on the razor burn and it 
improves dramatically in two to three days, rather than eight to ten days like it normally used to 
take. 

—David P., Bellevue, Washington

I injured two of my toes, causing the skin on my big toe to peel back, which left an open wound 
about the size of a quarter. I applied TF Immune Spray and the TF RenewAll gel, and I think 
these products helped the skin to heal much better. In less than a week it looked very good. 

—Glenda B.

4Life Transfer Factor® ReCall®

My wife had been dealing with some dizziness and stability problems for about two years. She 
had been taken Transfer Factor Plus and was reading about 4Life Transfer Factor Recall and 
decided to try it. We have definitely noticed a positive difference in her life. She is a Realtor by 
trade and tell everyone about these products. Thanks 4Life! Our experience with 4Life products 
has greatly improved our quality of life. 

—Jose E. 4Life Distributor, Pennsylvania

My nine-year old son has had trouble concentrating. He has been taking 4Life Transfer Factor 
ReCall for some time now. Everybody who knows him is surprised because he is calm, quiet and 
has much better behavior. 

—Ruth A. 4Life Distributor, Mexico

I have a great testimony on Transfer Factor ReCall and my seven year-old son. I've been getting 
positive feedback from his teacher in regards to his concentration level. His grades went from the 
50s to the 80s and 90s. I really believe this additional support to his immune system contributed 
to the increase in his ability to focus, retain and concentrate. 



—Cathy H., 4Life Distributor, West Richland, Washington

 4LifeTransfer Factor® Tri-Factor
We were introduced to 4Life Transfer Factor in 1999. At the time, we were desperate to find a 
natural product that could support our three year-old daughter’s immune system. We know that 
4Life Transfer Factor has made all the difference. Today she is healthy and happy. She takes 
4Life Transfer Factor Advanced Formula to keep her immune system strong and healthy. In fact 
we have the whole family taking Transfer Factor. We are now strong believers in the whole 
Transfer Factor family of products. 

—Domenic & Helena C. 4Life Distributors, Australia

I was introduced to 4Life in December of 2004, after reading about transfer factors. I heard some 
great testimonials and decided I didn’t have anything to lose. I started taking 4Life Transfer 
Factor and within ten days, noticed a wonderful level of support, particularly in terms of balance, 
for my immune system. Now, I especially love drinking 4Life Transfer Factor RioVida! Transfer 
Factor will always be an important part of my life. Thank you 4Life! 

—Joy B. 4Life Distributor, Michigan

“Transfer factors are miraculous molecules first discovered in 1949. These tiny conversation 
molecules located in white blood cells help alert the immune cells to what they should be doing. 
The more I learned about transfer factors, the more I realized they were truly unique entities that 
had never been distributed to people throughout the world.” 

—David Lisonbee, 4Life Chief Executive Officer

4Life Transfer Factor® RioVida™
I’ve been taking 4Life Transfer Factor Cardio and 4Life Transfer Factor RioVida to help support 
the health of my cardiovascular system. I was especially interested in promoting a healthy 
inflammatory response. I am so grateful for the support I received from these products. 

—Caroline L. 4Life Distributor, New Zealand

My husband and I both work full-time and have a young family as well. Our busy lives left us 
both bushed by the end of the day and we literally fell into bed each night. We’ve been drinking 
4Life Transfer Factor RioVida for about six weeks now and we love it! We love the energy 
support we receive to accomplish the daily tasks of our hectic lives. I have also personally 
noticed wonderful antioxidant support for my joints as a result of drinking RioVida. As a former 
ballet dancer and skier this has been a great added bonus for me. We both can’t get enough of the 
taste of RioVida and have been raving about it to everybody that we meet. Thanks, 4Life! 

—"—Bobby H. 4Life Distributor, Australia



4Life Transfer Factor RioVida is fantastic. I love the energy I have. I feel so good that I'm able to 
lift weights! This is truly the best product 4Life has ever made! 

—Imran R. 4Life Distributor, Canada

A few weeks ago, I got my first order of 4Life Transfer Factor RioVida. My daughter and son-in-
law wanted to try it out with their seven year-old son, my grandson. The next morning my 
daughter called to say that he woke up with lots of enthusiasm and a smile. He was excited to go 
to school. He had a great day in class followed by a two-hour baseball practice and he was still 
going strong. 

—Linda B. 4Life Distributor, Ohio

My wife and I love 4Life Transfer Factor RioVida but what has impressed us even more has been 
our experiences with our daughter. She’s a vibrant, active, cheerful, and beautiful girl, and 
RioVida has promoted a wonderful level of overall health and vitality, including immune system 
support. RioVida is an excellent product for our children. 

—Sergio R. 4Life Distributor Mexico

4Life Transfer Factor® Toothpaste
I have had challenging dental problems in the past and have lost most of my teeth. I have been 
using 4Life Transfer Factor Toothpaste ever since it was introduced at Convention. When I 
visited my hygienist recently, she was very pleased with the condition of my gums and teeth, and 
said the pocket depth is good. She was very impressed with the Transfer Factor Toothpaste 
formula, the immune support it provides and the addition of Co-Q10. I am really excited about 
this new toothpaste! 

—Linda N. 4Life Distributor, Washington

        GENERAL - TESTIMONY

An optimal life is the result of finding excellence in all facets of our lives. It’s reevaluating our 
thoughts, habits, and concepts each day to continue our growth as individuals. As part of 
reevaluating my habits, I began searching for a way to take better care of my skin. I tried the 
enummi Intensive Body Lotion and immediately felt wonderfully soft skin. Since I learned about 
4Life Products, I haven’t looked back. And with 4Life’s help, I now experience an optimal life in 
every facet, including my skin care. 

Lourdes Rodriguez Medina, 4Life Distributor Oregon



I have been using 4Life Products for several years. My family and I have received wonderful 
general well-being support for our bodies. I believe the support my body received from 4Life 
Products helped me tremendously this past holiday season, even though it’s such a busy and 
stressful time of year. I love all the Tri-Factor Formula products, plus 4Life Transfer Factor 
Cardio™. —   

Genece Miller, 4Life Distributor California 

ReZoom, Flex4Life, Fibro AMJ Day-time Formula A year ago a friend of mine invited me to a 
meeting to learn about 4Life, its products, and an opportunity that could help make my dreams 
come true. I began taking 4Life Transfer Factor Plus®, Fibro AMJ®, ReZoom®, Flex4Life®, 
and Musculoskeletal Formula™. I’ve been very impressed with the general well-being support 
they’ve provided for my body. I enjoy exercising at the gym and I feel great, even when I need to 
work double shifts at work. I recommend these products to everyone.
 
—Ana María Malavé, 4Life Distributor Michigan 

                      General Wellness

Aloe Vera
I have never before even considered giving a testimony for any product that I have used, 
however, I feel a moral obligation to let people know how I felt after taking aloe vera juice. After 
a few sessions of radiation treatments for prostate cancer, my wife convinced me that the aloe 
vera juice would keep my energy level up during the radiation sessions that I had to endure which 
was 37 sessions total. From my first dose of aloe vera juice, I have been able to tell without a 
doubt when it was time for me to take another dose. The first time I felt the difference, I was 
driving the interstate and for a second, I felt so good that I felt like I could get out of the car and 
outrun it. I am very supportive of the aloe vera product. 

—William D., Raleigh, North Carolina



BioEFA™ with CLA
My doctor recommended I take a fatty acid supplement to help support healthy cholesterol levels. 
Since BioEFA has both Omega 3 and Omega 6 fatty acids, I started taking it. I also continued my 
regular exercise program. I was very happy with the support it provided—it’s a great way to 
promote healthy cholesterol levels at a great price! 

—Bonnie Hornsby, 4Life Distributor South Carolina 

BioGenistein Ultra™

I first learned of 4Life Products in April of 2004, and since then, both my mother and I have used 
them. I want to tell you about my mother’s experience. She suffered from digestive and 
respiratory problems. and had stomach problems. Since taking 4Life Transfer Factor Plus she 
seems to be educating her immune system and has a new energy level. She has also used 
BioGenistein Plus for help in supporting proper hormone balance, which is necessary at her age. 
My mother feels happy, healthy and full of energy. Thanks 4Life! 

—Mariel De Juan N. 4Life Distributor, Florida

Cardio Formula™

My family has a history of varicose veins. My veins had become very painful and their 
appearance was bad. I began taking PBGS+, Cardio Formula and now 4Life Transfer Factor. I 
used to have to wear very firm support hose but not any more, thanks to 4Life. 

—Doris B. Modesto, California

After taking Gurmar, Catalyst Formula and Cardio Formula for six weeks I had a check-up with 
my doctor. My blood pressure, blood sugar and weight had decreased. It is the best report I have 
had in 8 years. My doctor is still not a believer, but he said that if I think the products are helping 
I should keep taking the them. If in three months my health continues to improve, he might give 
the products some credit. We will show him! 

—Larry C. Vancouver, Washington

CM Super™



I was struck by an automobile, in a glancing blow to the door. My rib cage was compressed and 
the greater trochanter of the left femur was cracked. I took Transfer Factor®, CM Super, ARC™, 
Choice 50, Fibro AMJ Day-Time™, Fibro AMJ Night-Time™ and FemRite®. Within two weeks 
I no longer used a walker and I was doing things around the house. I am delighted. 

—Ruth K., Reedley, California

Choice 50®

In September 2004, my wife began taking the Fibro AMJ system, Choice 50 and 4Life Transfer 
Factor Advanced Formula to help support healthy joints. She really feels like these products have 
supported the health of her joints. She enjoys the wonderful freedom of movement. 

—Ronnie R. 4Life Distributor, Puerto Rico

All my life I have suffered with a variety of health issues. I’ve been taking RiteStart for Women, 
Transfer Factor and Choice 50 for over a year now, I have enjoyed feeling much better and have 
noticed that my immune system has been much stronger. 

—Eleanor E. 4Life Distributor , Akron, Ohio

I’m in excellent health and have been for several decades. Over the past five years that I’ve been 
consuming 4Life Transfer Factor, I can honestly say I have reached a higher level of health than I 
ever thought possible. 

—Mike A. 4Life Distributor, Hutchinson, Kansas

Enzy-Rite®

I lost 25 pounds, five inches off my waist, 5 inches off my hips in two and a half months using 
the Rite Now Classic System. I also take Fat Complexer, Gurmar, EnzyRite and Tea4Life. I have 
never felt better and have lots of energy. 

—Vivian H., Las Vegas, Nevada

Flex4Life® Cream
I am a disabled veteran. I have had back pain every day for eleven years. I use the Flex4Life 
products. They are the best products I have tried; and believe me, I have tried many of them. I use 
the cream on my lower back in the morning before going to work and I put it on before going to 
bed. Many thanks! 



—Kim V. 4Life Distributor, Bountiful, Utah

Flex4Life® 
I am a nurse and I do a lot of lifting with my job. I had been having a tremendous amount of pain 
in my neck, with cramping going down my left arm. I had an MRI which showed that I had a 
herniated cervical disc. Another 4Life Distributor recommended Flex4Life, which I started taking 
the next day, along with 4Life Transfer Factor Classic. My quality of life has received a boost. 
Becoming a part of 4Life has been such a blessing. I am forever grateful. 

—Shiela A. 4Life Distributor, Venus, Pennsylvania

FemRite®

Using FemRite has supported healthy menstrual cycles for the first time in 10 years. 

—Cathy H. 4Life Distributor, West Richland, WA

Fiber System Plus®

I was feeling very tired and had no energy. After being tested with "biofeedback," I was informed 
that my body needed to cleanse. I am taking Super Detox Formula, Tea4Life and Fiber4Life. 
Soon I will really be able to experience the full value of 4Life supplements. 

—Ruth K., Reedley, California

I suffered from a chronic eye problem and several specialists could not get to the source of my 
problem. I was introduced to Fibre System Plus. I had results after 2 days and I have been feeling 
great since. Thank you 4Life. 

—Cassandra J., Trenton, New Jersey

I was getting married and was a size 8. My waist was a 28. I was a little chubby. I started on the 
Fibre System Plus, EnzyRite and a healthy diet and exercise program. In 7 1/2 weeks, I lost 2 
dress sizes and 5 inches off my waist. I was back into my college size which was a 3. Thank you 
for making me right. 

—Latwanas S., Corona, California



Fibro AMJ® 
Several years ago, I was on a desperate search to support the overall health of my body, 
especially the health of my joints and muscles. I tried herbal supplements, vitamin therapy, 
physical therapy, and other suggestions found in books, magazines, etc. One day my phone rang, 
and I was offered the opportunity to buy 4Life Transfer Factor. The more I heard about this 
product, the more I was convinced that my search might have been productive. I ordered 4Life 
Transfer Factor and the Fibro AMJ system. I have received wonderful support for my immune 
system and muscles and joints. I look forward to each day and what I can accomplish with this 
great quality of life. I would like to say thank you to all the people who have contributed in any 
way to the process of research, production, and marketing of such advantageous products for the 
people of the world. 

—Linda Faye J. 4Life Distributor Arkansas

For a long time, I’ve been desperate to find a way to support my muscles and joints, promote 
healthy sleep patterns, and support my thyroid. The combination of Fibro AMJ Day and Night-
time Formulas and Metabolite have been wonderful. I feel just great. I just can not say enough, so 
I have preached it to anyone who will listen, and decided that products this good must have a 
great company as well. You will never know what this has done for me. 

—Angela N. 4Life Distributor Florida

In September 2004, my wife began taking the Fibro AMJ system, Choice 50 and 4Life Transfer 
Factor Advanced Formula to help support healthy joints. She really feels like these products have 
supported the health of her joints. She enjoys the wonderful freedom of movement. 

         —Ronnie R. 4Life Distributor Puerto Rico

Gurmar
4Life Transfer Factor GluCoach, Gurmar and Catalyst Plus have helped promote normal sugar 
levels within my body and healthy metabolic and endocrine systems. With the addition of a 
healthy diet, I’ve been able to lose 30 pounds as well! 

—Russell R. 4Life Distributor Illinois

I take Fat Complexer, Gurmar, EnzyRite and Tea4Life. I have never felt better and have lots of 
energy. 

—Vivian H. Las Vegas, Nevada

After taking Gurmar, Catalyst Formula and Cardio Formula for six weeks I had a check-up with my 

doctor. My blood pressure, blood sugar and weight are at healthy levels. It is the best report I have had 

in 8 years. My doctor is still not a believer, but he said that if I think the products are helping I should 



keep taking the them. If in three months my health continues to improve, he might give the products 

some credit. We will show him! 

Inner Sun®

I take 4Life products to help with my symptoms of fibromyalgia. I take Transfer Factor Plus and 
both the Fibro AMJ formulas. I’ve also added other products. I added the BioEFA, CM Super, 
SleepRite, and Inner Sun. My depression has lifted. I’m able to sleep most of the night. Before 
using these products, I had been waking up several times a night and not being able to get back to 
sleep. I am really grateful for 4Life Research. 

—Pat K. Madera, California

Male Formula™
I am almost 88 years old. Five years ago, my PSA was always fairly low. One time it went up for 
a short period. I had blood in my urine and had to have some miserable procedures because my 
prostate was enlarged. I began taking MalePro and Male Formula. I also take 4Life Transfer 
Factor and RiteStart for Men. The last check on my PSA was more in the normal range. I am very 
pleased with the 4Life supplements. 

—Willie M., Beaumont, Texas

MusculoSkeletal Formula™
I use ARC and MusculoSkeletal and I benefit from them. My joints are moving more freely. I 
would recommend these products to anyone with muscle and joint problems. 

   —Lee D. Trenton, New Jersey

PBGS+®

I had such tremendous shoulder pain from an old football injury that I couldn’t move my arm, 
even slightly, without excruciating pain. Several months after continually using PBGS+, 
MusculoSkeletal™, physical therapy and exercise, I have had incredible results from the 
products. 

—Firm P., High Ridge, Missouri

My family has a history of varicose veins. My veins had become very painful and their 
appearance was bad. I began taking PBGS+, Cardio Formula™ and now Transfer Factor™. I 



used to have to wear very firm support hose but not any more, thanks to 4Life®. 

—Doris B., Modesto, California

PhytoLax®

Recently I was an overweight, unhealthy and miserable person. Responding to a contest to lose 
weight, I tried Fiber System Plus®, Phytolax, Tea4Life™ exercised regularly and changed my 
eating habits for ten days. I was able to maintain a healthy weight 

—Jewel N., Washington DC

ReZoom®

I have begun a program of health and fitness products which continues to effect my life. I start my day with a 

juice drink which contains RiteLife, ReZoom and Yerba Maté. This is followed by a well balanced breakfast 

including a packet of Start+ and Bountiful Harvest™. Then to wrap up my morning I take the recommended 

amount of CM Super™ and PBGS+®. During the day I take an allotment of Catalyst Formula to keep me 

going! I feel good and look good again. I now play basketball, racquetball and walk between 7-12 miles a day. 

—C. W. Sellers, Concord, California

Rite Life®

I have begun a program of health and fitness products which continues to effect my life. I start 
my day with a juice drink which contains Rite Life, and ReZoom®. This is followed by a well 
balanced breakfast including a packet of Start+® and Bountiful Harvest®. Then to wrap up my 
morning I take the recommended amount of CM Super™ and PBGS+®. During the day I take an 
allotment of Catalyst® Plus to keep me going! I feel good and look good again. I now play 
basketball, racquetball and walk between 7-12 miles a day. 

—C. W. Sellers, Concord, California

RiteStart® Women Tri-Factor Formula
Before taking 4Life Products, I had gone through some stressful experiences with my health. 
Emotionally, I was apathetic, depressed and in anguish. I began taking 4Life Transfer Factor Plus 
and later RiteStart®. The first change I noticed was emotional. I began to experience energy and 
happiness and I began to have more desire to get out and do things. My change in attitude is 



evident. My friends and family noticed the difference in me and asked me about it. I am investing 
in my health and happiness. Thank you 4Life. 

—Martha Laura San Miguel S. 4Life Distributor, Mexico

My friends told me about 4Life and Transfer Factor in January of this year, and I was skeptical. I 
had tried other products before and they didn’t work. But I noticed how healthy and energetic my 
friends were so I decided to sign up. Now I take RiteStart Women and I feel great!. I am 59 years 
old and the mother of a 6 year-old and very active. Also I am very active in my church. 
ENERGY? I needed that. Thanks RiteStart, for helping support my body’s healthy energy levels. 

—Sherry M. 4Life Distributor, Oregon

I recently signed up as 4Life Distributor. I wanted to find something that would support my 
mother’s overall health, so I told her about RiteStart Women. She hates swallowing pills because 
it’s very difficult for her. She was nervous, but began taking the RiteStart every day. I really feel 
like this supplement has done wonderful things to help support my mom’s health. She’s able to 
do chores around her house, eat her meals and maintain a healthy weight. 

—Joan V. 4Life Distributor, Puerto Rico

RiteStart®Men Tri-Factor Formula
Rite Start is very convenient and I don’t have to deal with so many containers any more. I really 
feel like this product supports my entire body and helps me function throughout the day and get 
restful sleep at night. 

—Barry Wah L. 4Life Distributor, New Zealand

I've been using RiteStart for Men for two months. The benefits were immediate. I woke up each 
morning less tired. I felt calm at work. I’ve recently been training for a marathon and noticed that 
my muscles felt great after a run. What I really love is that it contains all those popular 
ingredients you hear and read about in one convenient packet! 

          —Daniel L. 4Life Product User, California

SleepRite®

I wanted to help my family have more restful sleep and get the full benefits from a good night’s 
sleep. We’ve been taking SleepRite and I really feel like it’s supporting our normal sleep patterns. 
When we wake up, we feel good and refreshed. Thank you 4Life for natural products my whole 
family can use. 



—Danette G. 4Life Distributor, California

Stress Formula
What a fabulous product Stress Formula is! I think everyone would benefit from this wonderfully 
compounded herbal “relaxer” that has no side effects! 

—Ruth K. Reedley, CA

Tea4Life® 
I was feeling very tired and had no energy. After being tested with "biofeedback", I was informed 
that my body needed to cleanse. I am taking Tea4Life and Fiber4Life. Soon I will really be able 
to experience the full value of 4 Life's supplements. 

—Ruth K., California

Recently I was an overweight, unhealthy and miserable person. Responding to a contest to lose 
weight, I tried Fiber System Plus, Phytolax, Tea4Life, exercised regularly and changed my eating 
habits for ten days. I was able to maintain a healthy weight. 

—Jewel N., Washington DC

                   Weight Management

MetaboLite™
For a long time, I’ve been desperate to find a way to support my muscles and joints, promote 
healthy sleep patterns, and support my thyroid. The combination of Fibro AMJ Day and Night-
time Formulas and Metabolite have been wonderful. I feel just great. I just can not say enough, so 
I have preached it to anyone who will listen, and decided that products this good must have a 
great company as well. You will never know what this has done for me. 

—Angela N. 4Life Distributor, Florida



NutraStart®

The NutraStart vanilla shake has been great for me. I alternate strawberry and banana with 
vanilla. It gives me a great start to my day and gives me plenty of energy. 

—Nichon W., Southfield, Michigan

I am so excited about the NutraStart meal replacement. I love it! It’s something that I have 
personally needed for so long. We’re busy building our business, and oftentimes, I would just 
rather have something nutritious and quick that I could prepare, rather than grabbing something 
that isn’t as good for me. I’ve actually been replacing two meals, my breakfast and lunch, with it, 
and having a real healthy, full dinner with regular exercise. 

—Melba W., Las Vegas, Nevada

The NutraStart vanilla and chocolate shakes have been great for me. I alternate strawberry and 
banana with vanilla, and chocolate with banana. It gives me a great start to my day and gives me 
plenty of energy. 

—Nichon W., Southfield, Michigan

ChitoLite®

My husband Marty and I recently went on a seven-day Caribbean cruise. We have been on many 
cruises but on this one the food was absolutely fabulous! I have to say it was the best of any of 
the cruises we’ve been on. As a result we ate so much! We carried our Carb BLX and ChitoLite 
with us to the dining room every day. When we got home and got on the scale, I had LOST a 
pound! Marty only gained 2 pounds! This was after eating every dessert on the menu and many 
times, 2 entrees! Wow! we're ready to go again, but not without our products! 

—Sue P. 4Life Distributor, Texas

Carb BLX™

My husband Marty and I recently went on a seven-day Caribbean cruise. We have been on many 
cruises but on this one the food was absolutely fabulous! I have to say it was the best of any of 
the cruises we’ve been on. As a result we ate so much! We carried our Carb BLX and ChitoLite 
with us to the dining room every day. When we got home and got on the scale, I had LOST a 
pound! Marty only gained 2 pounds! This was after eating every dessert on the menu and many 
times, 2 entrees! Wow! we're ready to go again, but not without our products! 

—Sue P. 4Life Distributor, Texas



Catalyst® Plus
I have tried many different diets, only to gain back the weight. I decided to try Shapefast Ultra 
along with Catalyst Plus. I noticed a difference in my appetite in just a matter of a couple of days. 
I feel like I have more energy during the day. I’m very pleased with these products and highly 
recommend them. 

—Melissa C. 4Life Distributor, Florida

4Life Transfer Factor GluCoach, Gurmar and Catalyst Plus have helped promote normal sugar 
levels within my body and healthy metabolic and endocrine systems. With the addition of a 
healthy diet, I’ve been able to lose 30 pounds as well! 

—Russell R. 4Life Distributor, Illinois

Shape-Fast® Ultra
I have tried many different diets, only to gain back the weight. I decided to try Shapefast Ultra 
along with Catalyst Plus. I noticed a difference in my appetite in just a matter of a couple of days. 
I feel like I have more energy during the day. I’m very pleased with these products and highly 
recommend them. 

—Melissa C. 4Life Distributor, Florida

I used to weigh 172 pounds and today I weigh 138. This product has everything that I need, with 
4Life Transfer Factor and essential vitamins to support my body’s needs. Everyone that knows 
me knows about this product. I’m so happy. This product has helped me reach my ideal weight as 
I combine it with a sensible diet and exercise. 

              Personal Care

4Life Transfer Factor® enummi CARE  /  enummi FACE
 Does it all. It cleans, it feeds, it moisturizes, it rejuvenates and it regenerates brand new cells. 
Most of all, it solidifies the integrity of our bodies own immune system, which is a must in this 
high-tech, fast-paced world. This is something that men will want to use, as well as women. You 
don't want to miss the opportunity to share this product with everybody you know. 

—M.M. Maryland



I am here to tell you that I think it is the best. I have been spending twice the price on products 
for years. I've used many different products and I love this one. We took samples to a Women's 
Show and everyone loved the feel and the smell. I have to agree. Thanks again 4Life. 

—S.B. Utah

I love it! From the very first time I used the enummi, I immediately could feel the difference in 
my skin. I have very sensitive skin and have always been limited to the products I can use. Trust 
me when I say that after the age of 50, "anti-aging" skin care takes on a whole new meaning! 
After years of trying numerous creams, lotions and programs, I can assure you that is the  most 
cost-effective system I have found. 

—J. W. Florida

I took my granddaughter to the beach and fell asleep. I woke up sunburned on my arms and legs, 
where I had neglected to use sunscreen. I had applied the  sunscreen and my face wasn’t even 
pink—except a little on the top of my ears that I missed. 

—Carol W.Palmdale, California

I've been using  and within the first two weeks I noticed a dramatic difference in the clarity of my 
skin. Particularly the skin on my throat, neck and upper chest was softer and the discoloration 
that comes with aging was drastically reduced. I also noticed that the lines around my eyes and 
mouth were much less visible. My skin just has a soft glow to it! I have found that my base make-
up goes on smoother and stays on much longer when I apply the Protective Moisturizer first. I 
love the products and plan on using them for the rest of my life! 

—D.H. Utah

I love it! From the very first time I used the system, I immediately could feel the difference in my 
skin. I have very sensitive skin and have always been limited to the products I can use. Trust me 
when I say that after the age of 50, "anti-aging" skin care takes on a whole new meaning! After 
years of trying numerous creams, lotions and programs, I can assure you that, is the most cost-
effective system I have found. 

—J.W.Florida
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                                Animal Health1

4Life Transfer Factor® Animal Stress Pack™
The owners of a pregnant mare sent her for training from California to Reno. After she was there 
for about three weeks, she got a high fever and was really sick. The owner got pretty nervous 
about that and called me; I recommended that we use the Animal Stress Pack. In four days, she 
had bounced back and was back to her training. 

—Ken Hansen, DVMSanta Rosa, California

We had a litter of eight-week-old kittens. One came to the door one evening looking quite sick. I 
immediately prepared a bit of 4Life Transfer Factor Plus Animal Stress Pack and squirted it down 
the kitten’s throat. The next morning the kitten looked much better. We gave it Stress Pack at 
regular intervals throughout the day and it started to drink water and walk. Within two or three 
days, it was running around, almost tripping us, eating food, washing itself. We were truly 
amazed. 

—Dot K. Denver, Pennsylvania

4Life Transfer Factor® Canine Complete™
I give the Feline and Canine Complete formulas to my cat and dog. I’ve noticed that they both 
look more vibrant and bright and their eyes are more alert. It’s a subtle change, but I definitely 
notice it in them. 

—Kassie F.Spokane, Washington

A nine-year-old female dog named Cody weighed about 35 pounds. She developed an acute skin 
condition with intense itching in both ears. For the next five to six months, the owners tried 
everything they could, but with little relief for Cody. I advised a food change and told them to get 
on 4Life Transfer Factor Canine Complete. There began to be improvement almost right away. At 
the end of one month, her skin and hair color looked great; her ears were normal. Cody’s been 
doing great for over six months now. 

—Ken Hansen, DVM Santa Rosa, California



4Life Transfer Factor® Feline Complete™

I give the Feline Complete and Canine Complete formulas to my cat and my dog. I’ve noticed 
that they both look more vibrant and bright and their eyes are more alert. It’s a subtle change but I 
can definitely notice it in them. 
—Kassie F.Spokane, Washington

Our cats have thrived on 4Life Transfer Factor and Transfer Factor Feline Complete. This 
complete formula has helped provide total support for their bodies. Our younger cat loves her 
Transfer Factor so much that if I forget to add it to her food, she lets me know about it! 

—Dale & Carol F. Poulsbo, Washington

4Life Transfer Factor® Livestock Stress Formula™
Two of my ‘barn’ cats have suffered every summer from problems with fleas and ‘hot spots.’ 
They were so sad and scruffy looking, that I hated to admit that they belonged to me, not to 
mention how uncomfortable and insecure they felt! Along with a flea control regimen, I started 
mixing Livestock Stress Formula with water and a bit of canned cat food, in individual dishes. 
They usually only get dry cat kibble, so the meat was very appetizing, and they lapped it all up.
In a couple of days the sores started drying up, and they stopped itching so much! In a week, they 
looked so much better that I reduced the amount I was giving them. In two weeks, their hair had 
started growing back in, and they started having a lot more self-confidence! The change in these 
two cats, is amazing! 
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